Gold Price could fall to $350/Ounce
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International Desk: A prominent gold forecaster predicts the yellow metal will drop to a mere $350 an ounce, a level unseen since 2003. It’s dramatically lower than what most experts are currently calling for.

But Claude Erb’s prediction might have merit. Back in 2012, Erb, a former commodities trader at TCW Group, co-authored a landmark research paper with Duke University professor Campbell Harvey that was early to predict gold’s downfall. At the time, gold was fetching north of $1,600 an ounce. Now it’s trading below $1,100.

The paper used historical analysis to show that if gold is an inflation hedge — as many people believe — then it’s extremely expensive at current levels.

“Gold is no more or less volatile than stocks or anything else, it can be wildly overvalued, and it’s very overvalued right now,” Erb said.

Erb and Harvey’s research suggests that gold’s fair value is about $825 an ounce. That would represent about a 25% decline from today’s price.

But gold tends to move to extremes before reverting back to its fair value. Gold prices, like stock and bond prices, are influenced by excessive levels of investor optimism and pessimism.
"Markets rarely trade at 'fair value,' rather they tend to overshoot," Erb said.

Their research suggests gold could tumble to about $350 an ounce before it goes back to fair values. Plunging that low would translate to an 80% crash from gold's peak price in late 2011. That's big losses for investors.
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**RELATED NEWS**

- Germany marks 29th anniversary of fall of Berlin wall
- Truck falls in Pakistan's Swat river, kills 16
- Ethnic clash left 30 dead in DR Congo

**OPINION**

Should we limit freethinking or contain fanaticism!

By Nazrul Islam The whole nation turned to be stupid after the killing of third secular blogger in less than three...

Why compensation not for enclave people?

By Nazrul Islam The residents trapped in border enclaves for seven decades are counting days for getting unfettered access to their...

**India's unequivocal support to Bangladesh?**

By Nazrul Islam Seven decades, in terms of time span, is not too short. It is more than a person generally...
Our Plan for Countering Violent Extremism: John Kerry
Show the world the power of peaceful communities, and tackle bad governance that breeds frustration. Throughout our history, we have faced...

Why no dialogue
Kamran Reza Chowdhury The ruling Awami League has summarily rejected the proposal of the eminent worried citizens who urged the government...

Pakistan and BNP-Jamaat – the connection
By Nadeem Qadir The recent report on a Pakistani diplomat quickly leaving Dhaka after being caught by intelligence for having links...

LATEST COMMENTS

- Mushfiqa Jahan
  Hope it will be in action as soon ...

- Sottandranath Datta
  It’s a shame. Well, it’s possible only in ...

- Afrin nurat
  an expected article ... surely the govt should ...

- Jafar Imam shah
  This was a surprise for me. Any way ...

- RNRDOCTOR
  Just stop breeding dogs and all pets!

- Siddique A Jafar
  Anisul Haque repeatedly giving speeches that he will ...

- A Bashar Syed
  Dear Babul, I’m Syed Abrul Bashar (Tuldo), your classmate ...

- Christopher Sadoun
  “Anyone who speaks a word against the Son of ...

FEATURED

KLDMP earns highest royalty exceeding previous records
By AKM Zaboornul Huq The Kaptai Lake Development and Marketing Project (KLDMP), the largest man-made fish reservoir in the south-east Asia...
Mugabe: Perhaps I should ask Obama to marry me

International Desk: Zimbabwean President Robert Mugabe has sarcastically promised to travel to Washington and ask for Barack Obama’s hand in marriage, following...

20 signs basically rock at being a couple

Lifestyle Desk: People are like puzzle pieces. You search and search for the right ones. You pick up a few...

Porn viewer must aware!

International desk – A British newspaper has warned the internet users who watch porn online that their names may be...

US decides to embed woman face on new $10 bills

International Desk: The US treasury department announced that a redesigned $10 bills will get woman face on it thought the...

5 things men wish women knew about sex

Lifestyle Desk: Freud called female sexuality “the dark continent”; if that's true, male sexuality could qualify as the dark planet....

Philae of Rosetta Comet mission sends signal once again

Science Desk: The Philae Lander, first human-made object to land on any comet has re-established last weekend the contact with...